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Neck Strap

PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Wrist Strap

Shoulder Sling

The SUPER CLASSIC COMBO™ offers unparalleled versatility for carrying a camera!
The SUPER CLASSIC COMBO™ from OP/TECH USA has all you need for converting one system into
three completely different carrying options. Why settle for only one style strap when different shooting
situations may dictate an alternative option? The SUPER CLASSIC COMBO™ will let you create a neck
strap, a wrist strap or a shoulder sling all in one convenient kit. The Uni-Loop™ connectors attach to the
camera's strap connection area and allow the gear to switch between strap options in seconds. Never
before has it been so convenient to change your shooting style. Be sure to attach the male Uni-Loop™
connector to the right side of the camera. This insures that when you are using the wrist strap option, it
will be connected on the grip side (right) of the camera.
The comfortable Super Classic™ neoprene pad features a non-skid surface backing which really grips to
the shoulder. The internal control-stretch system combined with a comfort-stretch binding creates a
durable strap that offers maximum comfort and support. It can be worn on either the left or right shoulder
in the sling configuration.
When using the sling version, the quick adjust feature allows the length to be instantly shortened or
lengthened as desired. This is great for hiking through dense brush or navigating large crowds as the
camera can be cinched up close to the body for added security. To return the sling to shooting position,
simply lift the upper connector with a single finger and pull the camera down. It's that easy!
To convert to a neck strap, detach the sling connectors from both the strap pad and the Uni-Loop™
Connectors on the camera. The System Connectors™– Extensions (included) are then used to bridge
the gap between the strap pad and Uni-Loop™ connectors to create a standard neck/shoulder version.
Convenient, quick and easy! Note: one of the System Connectors™– Extensions can also be used as
a safety lanyard for the second attachment point on the camera when using the sling version. There’s no
end to the versatility!
For situations when a wrist strap is the best choice for shooting, the SLR Wrist Strap™ comes into play.
Its soft, durable neoprene pad slips comfortably around the wrist and the security slide keeps it firmly in
place. It's the perfect safeguard against accidental dropping or having a camera jostled from your hands.
The SUPER CLASSIC COMBO™ is proudly made in the USA and makes the perfect addition to any
photographer’s essential gear.
OP/TECH USA continues to innovate quality products to meet the ever-changing needs of the avid
photographer and outdoor enthusiast. We proudly make our products in the USA using top-quality
materials as we feel you deserve the very best! For more information about our products, please call 800251-7815, e-mail info@optechusa.com or visit us online at www.optechusa.com.

